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“Could you have just seen an illusion?” 
came the voice of one of those present, 
evidently in sheer shock 
and disbelief. 
The man, shakily continued, “It’s not that 
I’m trying to question you, but… This is all 
a shock fest. If the 
nine of them had been regular warriors, 
we would’ve accepted it, but all nine of 
them are strong warriors in 
our eyes, all from the Swelling Tide 
Continent…” 
“Even if they’re not as strong as Case, 
they’re not that inferior either. The nine of 
them together would be 
incredibly powerful. I doubt that even the 
strongest of warriors would be able to 
withstand an attack from 



all of them at once!” 
The question he was asking was also 
what everyone else was wondering. 
If those nine had been ordinary warriors, 
they would have learned to accept it, but 
they were all above 
average. Even if they were no match for 
the ones who stood at the very peak, they 
were still a level below 
them. 
The nine warriors working together could 
not be underestimated, yet they had all 
lost to the masked man. 
No matter how they thought about it, it 
was absolutely absurd. They could not 
accept the fact at all! 
They did not even know who the third-
grade-world masked warrior was. 
Was he that strong? 
Could there be something else at play? 



The man took a deep breath and said 
impatiently, “Why would I lie to you? Even 
if I’m not as strong as 
those warriors from the Swelling Tide 
Continent, I’m not a dolt. I can tell what’s 
real and what’s not. On top 
of that, he has fifteen skeleton badges in 
hand. Surely that can’t be faked. He’s 
already getting his 
treasure!” 
The frantic discussions filled Nana’s ears, 
their voices raised as they debated 
among each other. 
He had a good sense of hearing, so he 
naturally heard their discussions. 
However, it was not important to 
him at all. All his thoughts were focused 
on the platform at that moment. 
The 15 skeleton badges broke a record. 
No one had ever gotten that number 
before him! 
What valuable treasures would he earn? 



As he was thinking about that, Nana 
suddenly got a message in his head. The 
message was very simple, 
asking Nana to pick the attribute for his 
treasure. 
Nana smirked, feeling even more 
interested as he picked the soul attribute 
without any hesitation. 
He still had the supreme soul wisp in 
Mustard Seed, which was the treasure he 
had obtained after 
exchanging all his golden keys from 
Chaos City. The supreme soul wisp was 
still with Paul, not absorbed. 
It was too valuable. Nana needed to 
absorb it at the right moment, or it would 
be a waste. 
Suddenly, a vibrant light came from the 
platform. Nana looked up to see the light 
intensified before a 



purple pearl appeared. After a moment, 
the light disappeared, and the treasure 
revealed itself to him. 
“A purple soul pearl!” exclaimed Paul, 
unable to refrain himself. 
This was a valuable treasure, no doubt, it 
was actually a purple soul pearl that could 
be found in secondgrade 
worlds. Third-grade worlds could not 
produce them at all. 
In second-grade worlds, it was an 
incredibly valuable treasure. 
Nana took a deep breath to compose 
himself before he put the pearl in his 
hand. 
The pearl glowed with incredibly dense 
soul energy. 

   
 


